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Alpha Boys’ School:  
Cradle of Jamaican Music  
By Heather Augustyn and Adam Reeves 
(Half Pint Press, 2017)

The Alpha Boys’ School in Kingston, Jamaica, 
founded in 1880, was established as a home for 
“wayward youth” and initially functioned as a 
kind of trade school with Catholic overtones. But 
through the energy and dedication of a series 
of music teachers, and in particular the work 
of Sister Mary Ignatius Davies whose hands-
on approach guided many greats including 
the legendary Don Drummond, it served as a 
training ground for musicians and singers who 
went on to establish ska, rocksteady and reggae 
in Jamaica and spread it worldwide. Schooled 
in classical music initially, the graduates of 

Alpha went on to play in Jamaica’s military and 
marching bands, drum and fife corps, big band 
orchestras of the ‘40s and ‘50s and as musicians in 
hotels and on cruise lines, as well as populating 
the clubs and studios of the island, before 
spreading the music around the world.

The heart of the book is given over to career-
spanning interviews with musicians (and 
sometimes musicians’ surviving family members) 
who got their early training at Alpha and went on 
to play jazz, ska, rocksteady and reggae at home 
and abroad. Some of the interviews were done 
by the authors, some are from newspaper files 
of the Gleaner, Star and other Jamaican papers 
going back to the ‘50s and ‘60s, and some are 
drawn from original interviews by Steve Barrow, 
Peter I and others. Other information is gleaned 
from interviews published in jazz magazines, 
album liner notes (a resource that may not be 
available to a future generation of writers), 
show advertisements and other increasingly 
ephemeral sources. The book is thus a treasure-
trove of information and material which has 
either never seen the light of day or never before 
been widely available. 

Along the way, this in-depth history solves many 
a mystery. Interviews with the likes of Bobby 
Gaynair, “Deadly” Headley Bennet, Bobby Ellis 
and many others make for some of the most 
informative reading ever published about the 
people who actually helped create Jamaican 
music. Despite the long-term association with 
the Alpha School and ska, many of the musicians like 
“old boys” Tommy McCook, Glen Da Costa and 
others played jazz before helping to create 
ska. But the lives and careers of some of these 
players such as Joe Harriott, who emigrated to 
England and established U.K. free-form jazz as 
well as some of the earliest East/West crossover 
music, are as fascinating as those of players 
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Small Axe Bookzines   
16, 17 & 19 
By Ray Hurford
(Muzik Tree, 2018)

Three more issues of Ray Hurford’s marvelous 
reggae Bookzines have just arrived. Publishing in 
a new format with additional graphics and cool 
color covers, these Zines feature interviews, which 
originally appeared in his long out-of-print Reggae 
Files, with singers Bob Andy and Willi Williams and 
foundational DJ Dennis Alcapone, respectively 
covering their early careers and offering a broad 
overview of the music itself. Hurford’s insightful 
questions draw observations, memories, stories 
and facts that illuminate the early history of reggae 
and shed light on the producers, studios, other 
artists and milieu in which the music grew. 

Each of the Zines runs to fifty pages and 
contains excellent discographies on the artists 
in question. The format is stylized with cool color 
covers, but it’s the content that makes them 
among the more desirable publications currently 
available dealing with reggae. Black and white 
photos highlight significant players, record 
labels and jackets, and other artists mentioned 
in the interviews. Most of the artists covered 
have not been widely interviewed and Hurford 
always manages to bring out facts, stories and 
observations others might have missed. The 
continuing series is available here. 

like Rico Rodriguez, who ska, rocksteady and 
reggae fans may be more familiar with. For die-
hard ska fans, the chapter on The Skatalites, 
delineating the ups and down of their many 
twists and turns, is alone worth the price of 
admission. To the best of my knowledge, this is 
the first time anyone has ever put the incredibly 
diverse catalog of recordings issued under this 
band’s name into proper perspective.

Of major importance is the book’s focus on 
musicians who were well known in Jamaica in 
their day but have slid into obscurity for various 
reasons. Roberto Moore’s essay on Sammy Ismay 
is a major case in point; I was amazed at how many 
of my favorite early songs he is credited with 
arranging and playing on. So little is known of so 
many of the artists treated, that the sections on 
Raymond Harper, Harold McNair, Alphonso Reese 
and many others are invaluable contributions 
to the history of Jamaican music. Fleshing out 
information on artists known and lesser known, 
the authors manage to convey both the dark and 
light sides of a career in music in a way that stands 
alongside classic biographies like Bernard Wolf/
Mezz Mezzrow’s Really the Blues. The “suggested 
listening” section near the back of the book is 
also a great asset. 

Though Alpha’s horn players often get the 
lion’s share of attention, many great Jamaican 
singers were schooled there as well, including 
Owen Gray, Leroy Smart, Johnny Osbourne 
and Apple Gabriel. DJ Yellowman, Jah Love 
sound selector Ilawi (father of Hempress 
Sativa) and drummer Leroy “Horsemouth” 
Wallace are among the other talents treated. 
All in all, the book is an excellent read and 
the authors have gathered a great amount of 
otherwise unavailable material together for 
an in-depth study of one of the major roots of 
reggae music. 

https://soundsoftheuniverse.com/browse/l-Muzik+Tree
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Bob Marley and the 
Wailers: The Ultimate 
Illustrated History 

By Richie Unterberger
(Quarto Publishing Group, 2017)    

Words like “ultimate” or “definitive” may be 
questioned when applied to an artist who 
has already inspired dozens of books and will 
undoubtedly inspire dozens more, but this 
one serves as both an excellent introduction 
for music (and especially rock music) fans as 
well as a nice summing-up of information for 
those who have already delved deeply into the 
existing books on one of the most significant 
singer-songwriters of the 20th century. Having 
read a couple of earlier books by this author 
– a band bio of The Byrds and the excellent 
Urban Spacemen and Wayfaring Strangers 
containing an essay on one of my favorite 

singers of the folk era, Richard Farina – I was 
surprised to come across this coffee-table-
sized tome on an artist who has been mainly 
treated by recognized reggae authorities. But 
Bob Marley belongs to the world, and in an 
age where his songs are now played alongside 
contemporaries from the rock world who 
gleaned much more airplay than he in his life, 
it seems only fitting that Marley’s story reach 
the wider audience his music finally has.

Drawing mainly on published sources – there 
are virtually no independent interviews by 
the author – Unterberger does a fine job of 
collating material from hundreds of books 
and magazine articles to summarize the 
facts while trying (as others have before) 
to separate myth from history, readily 
admitting various sources have shed their 
own subjective light on the subject. The Bob 
Marley that emerges here remains larger than 
life, in keeping with his impact on reggae and 
the spread of Rasta culture. The book traces 
Marley’s history from his earliest recordings, 
through the early recordings with a shifting 
line-up to the “classic” trio of Bob, Peter Tosh 
and Bunny Wailer, and into his solo career 
with The Wailers, now the name of his band. 
Most importantly, it documents his stand 
against racism, oppression and injustice and 
his championing of the Rastafarian lifestyle. 

If you haven’t followed the ins and outs 
of Marley’s career, this book makes 
comprehensible many things that might 
seem confusing, like at what point in his 
career the I-Threes became an important 
part of his touring band, the significance of 
his global outreach and the many elements 
that make his life and music so relevant to the 
world we live in today. There’s a reason why 
Bob Marley’s music and image have come to 
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represent revolutionary ideals, youth culture, 
black solidarity, herb smoking and dreadlocks, 
as well as an international spirit of oneness as 
much at odds with the establishment today 
as it was when he first broke through in the 
1970s. At the forefront of anti-apartheid 
messaging in those times, songs like “Johnny 
Was” from Rastaman Vibration anticipate the 
Black Lives Matter movement of today.

The book is filled with cool graphics, from 
Soviet bootleg Marley covers, uncommon 
photos, historical documents, rare posters, 
album covers and 7” single record labels, both 
original rarities and contemporary reissues. 
Colorful striking imagery has always been a 
part of the spirit of reggae and is well reflected 
in the visuals here. There are reviews of each 
album, some from Unterberger and some from 
other authors like Garth Cartwright, Pat Gilbert, 
Harvey Kubernik and Chris Salewicz; sections 
on significant eras, producers, related artists 
and a selected discography and bibliography; 
as well as fascinating inside stories such as Chris 
Blackwell’s remarks on Lee Perry’s uncredited 
involvement in some recordings. Even if you’ve 
devoured the major biographies from Stephen 
Davis and Timothy White to John Missouri 
and Roger Steffens, you’ll find this book an 
informative overview and visual treat.

Rodigan: My Life In Reggae 

By David Rodigan with Ian Burrell 
(Constable, 2017) 

Any reggae fan who grew up or spent 
significant time in England will know David 
Rodigan by his last name alone, as he was, 
for many, the premier reggae radio DJ in 
the U.K., even though the music had already 
made great inroads there (compared with 
the U.S.) by the time he began. Nonetheless, 

his show broke new ground for the music 
and helped keep reggae in the forefront with 
artist interviews, top-grade selections and 
informative presentations. In recent years, he’s 
toured with his sound system, put together 
anthologies of the music he’s loved and 
promoted all his adult life, and become better 
known outside of England. In this engaging 
book, he tells the story of his life, his lifelong 
love affair with reggae and his career in the 
music with amusing anecdotes and a dollop 
of the style that put him at the forefront of 
U.K. reggae.

Rodigan’s story is one many reggae lovers 
can relate to. As a music enthusiast who 
took a deep plunge into reggae at a time 
when the general public didn’t understand 
the attraction of the music or was put off by 
the raw, rebellious elements of the Jamaican 
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style, he pushed forward to help spread 
the word to the widest audience possible. 
Chapter headings detail the various styles 
of the music – roots, dub, toasting, jungle, 
etc. – and the authors interweave Rodigan’s 
more personal life history like riffs within 
the melodic structure. The structural conceit 
works well, mainly because Rodigan’s life 
cannot be separated from his work in reggae, 
allowing his personal history and the growth 
and stylistic changes in the music over time 
equal standing in this fascinating history of 
the fight for – and against – reggae in the 
broader world of U.K. media.

Rodigan’s passion for reggae is apparent as 
he relates encounters with musical greats like 
Bunny Wailer, Alton Ellis, Bob Andy, Peter Tosh, 
Bob Marley, as well as his visits to Channel 
One, King Tubby’s, Treasure Isle, Harry J’s, 
Black Ark and others at a time when they were 
producing some of their finest work. These are 
experiences that simply can’t be duplicated 
and Rodigan’s enthusiasm is evident in even 
the latter-day telling. He really gets rolling as 
he describes his lengthy tenure as a London 
club DJ, the growth of the MC scene in 
England and his time at Capital Radio, U.K. 
Kiss FM, BBC 2 and 1xtra radio. You’re given 
a bird’s eye view of the London reggae scene 
at a time when artists like Dennis Brown and 
Gregory Isaacs were at their creative peak. 
What comes across is the man’s enthusiasm 
for reggae music, from ska, rocksteady and 
roots through dub, ragga, dancehall into 
drum and bass, dubstep and whatever the 
next incarnation of reggae-rooted music may 
be. Even though he gravitated toward a wider 
mix of music on his later stints, he’s continued 
to advocate for reggae and feature it as part 
of a broader spectrum of sound. 

Though the root of reggae music will always 
be the island in the Caribbean from which 
the Alpha Boys’ School players and artists like 
Bob Marley emerged, David Rodigan’s book 
makes it clear that frontline reggae soldiers 
can emerge from any culture if the individuals 
involved are committed to the lifeforce that 
makes reggae instrumental in uniting people 
from around the world. The concept of One 
Love has driven the music from the beginning, 
and the contributions of thousands of artists, 
musicians, producers, graphic artists, higglers 
and fans around the world have helped to 
build a foundation that continues to provide 
inspiration and solace to people from every 
walk of life united in the belief that we are 
stronger when we band together for our 
common good. 

Chuck Foster recently celebrated 20 years as 
host of Reggae Central on KPFK in L.A. (you can 
hear the show live or archived at www.KPFK.
org). He is the author of Roots Rock Reggae: 
An Oral History of Reggae Music From Ska 
To Dancehall (Billboard Books, 1999) and The 
Small Axe Guide to Rock Steady (Muzik Tree/I 
Am the Gorgon, revised edition 2016).  

http://www.KPFK.org
http://www.KPFK.org
http://www.malayky.com/



